
1 Morbid obesity is becoming ever more common these days.

2 A hybrid car runs on both petrol and electricity.

3 Ankylosing spondylitis and dementia are both horrid conditions for which there is as yet no known cure. 

4 As Jim looked into Helen’s limpid eyes, he felt as though he could see into her very soul.

5 Bathing a person in tepid water can also help alleviate a high fever.

6 Being bitten by a rabid dog can lead to a quick and painful death if not treated immediately.

7 Benzene is a colourless, limpid and highly-refracting liquid, having a pleasing and characteristic odour.

8 Deep puncture wounds from animal bites become morbid if not promptly tended and closely followed.

9 Drug addicts often sleep rough in squalid accommodation.

10 Drunks often delude themselves into thinking they are lucid and capable of safely driving a car.

11 Exploring the Amazon can be dangerous, but still attracts the more intrepid adventurer.

12 Floyd was a squalid and recidivist petty criminal and drug-addict.

13 Greeting cards contain some of the most insipid words ever written.

14 He is a quite horrid and unpleasant old man: spiteful, mean and vindictive. 

15 He made a frank and candid admission about the company's failings.

16 He made a number of what I considered to be rancid, spiteful and offensive comments. 

17 He preferred rather dull colours for the walls, but his wife always chose vivid shades of blue, red and green.

18 He seems to have a morbid fascination with church graveyards.

19 He was not malignant, but intellectually torpid, and of a credulity which almost passes belief.

20 He writes in a clear and lucid style which is easy to follow and understand.

21 He's an avid reader of science fiction. He's read amost every sci-fi book I can think of.

22 He's an utterly colourless and pallid character with few redeeming features I can think of.

23 His fetid breath was nauseating.

24 His morbid sense of humour leads him to prioritise black humour jokes.

25 His demeanour is not exactly inspiring, but instead somewhat stolid and bureaucratic.

26 His descriptions of WWII battles are extraordinarily vivid.

27 I find his prose turgid and verbose; quite frankly, most of it is unreadable. 

28 I found the torrid afternoon Saharan heat quite unbearable. 

29 In the global financial collapse many investors suffered a truly torrid few weeks of misery. 

30 In times of shortage, dormice will eat insects and are able to become torpid.

31 Indiana Jones was an intrepid explorer of exotic and distant places in search of relics.

32 Innocent people languish in squalid prisons in vile dictatorships all around the world.

33 ISIS' obsession with ISLAM can only be described as rabid and deranged. 

34 It is hot, humid and for most Europeans very uncomfortable in Libreville during most of the year.

35 It was a rather bitter and even acrid farewell.

36 It's an arid and somewhat pointless discussion which is leading nowhere. 

37 It's not much fun for most men to be married to a frigid woman.

38 Much EU publicity material is overblown, long-winded and turgid rubbish. 

39 Mules are hybrid animals created by the mating of a horse and a donkey.

COMPLETE EACH SENTENCE WITH AN ADJECTIVE ENDING IN '______id' from the list below. 
acrid - arid - candid - fetid - flaccid - frigid - horried - humid - hybrid - insipid - intrepid - languid - limpid - livid - lucid
morbid - pallid - putrid - rabid - rancid - solid - splendid - stolid - squalid - tepid - torpid - torrid - turgid - valid - vivid



40 Mum laid on a truly splendid Christmas lunch for us all.

41 My memories of schooldays are still remarkably vivid in the memory.

42 Post mortem, the body becomes livid and the blood very dark.

43 She took the sick boy's lifeless, flaccid hand in hers. 

44 Stargazer Lily is a hybrid created by Leslie Woodriff in 1974 by combining two other kinds of lily.

45 The flaccid and unresponsive government was a huge cause for concern.

46 The acrid fumes were making him feel nauseous.

47 The squalid streets and mean houses are typical of the poorest class of inhabitants.

48 The air in equatorial Africa is extremely humid.

49 The applause for his performance of The Moonlight Sonata was disappointingly tepid.

50 The atmosphere at the board meeting was truly acrid due to the Boss's obvious displeasure.

51 The boy lay weakly in his hospital bed, his face pallid, even ghostly white.

52 The church is in a somewhat torpid , unresponsive and even comatose state today.

53 The conditions at Everest base camp were absolutely horrid: minus 30°C and near zero visibility.

54 The desert is mostly an arid and desolate place

55 The diners were disappointed with the plain, insipid soup they were served.

56 The floods left multiple pools of fetid water that stank for days. 

57 The foul smell of putrid rubbish filled the air.

58 The general tone of the play is cynical, morbid and unpleasantly other-worldly.

59 The overcrowded housing conditions were squalid and degrading.

60 The plants were lifeless and flaccid, obviously in need of water. 

61 The President congratulated us on our splendid achievement.

62 The Prime Minister was quite open and candid in admitting the mistakes his administration had made.

63 The story paints a sordid picture of bribes and scams at the highest level. 

64 The sudden shock of the frigid air took my breath away.

65 The textbook had a most uninspiring and insipid presentation of the controversy.

66 The villa's terrace was perfect for those languid days in the summer Italian sun.

67 The visas are valid for only thirty days. After they you have to leave the country.

68 There's nothing worse than coffee served tepid, when heating it up properly is hardly difficult.

69 They played out their torrid love affair in full view of the paparazzi. 

70 This food will turn rancid within 24 hours unless refrigerated.

71 This is the first solid food I've eaten since my operation; until now I've been on liquids alone. 

72 Three days after the battle the air was filled with the smell of burnt-down houses and putrid bodies.

73 We could clearly see the fish in depths of the limpid stream.

74 We need to present a solid argument to the Boss if we are to get our plan approved.

75 When giving evidence in court one should try to remain clear, rational and lucid.

76 When he discovered her betrayal he was absolutely livid. 

77 Wild deer are naturally timid creatures and will run away at the slightest sign of danger.

78 William will make a splendid King one day.

79 With its stolid, drab exterior, the new Town Hall resembles a military combat bunker.

80 You make a valid point, but being right is not always enough.


